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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Elapsed time Hour Half-hour Analog clock

A.m. Hour hand Minute Digital clock

1. __________ - any time between 12:00 midnight and 12:00 noon

2. __________ - a clock that uses hour and minute hands to show
the time

3. __________ - a clock that uses numbers to show time

4. __________ - the amount of time that has passed from the
beginning of an event to its end

5. __________ - a unit of time equal to 30 minutes

6. __________ - a unit of time; equal to 60 minutes

7. __________ - the short hand on a clock that points to the hour

8. __________ - a unit of time equal to 60 seconds
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Elapsed time Hour Half-hour Analog clock

A.m. Hour hand Minute Digital clock

1. A.m. - any time between 12:00 midnight and 12:00 noon

2. Analog clock - a clock that uses hour and minute hands to
show the time

3. Digital clock - a clock that uses numbers to show time

4. Elapsed time - the amount of time that has passed from the
beginning of an event to its end

5. Half-hour - a unit of time equal to 30 minutes

6. Hour - a unit of time; equal to 60 minutes

7. Hour hand - the short hand on a clock that points to the hour

8. Minute - a unit of time equal to 60 seconds
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